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Background

• The Farm Business Survey (FBS) in England has been run 
annually since 1936.

• The survey has always been undertaken by an external 
contractor run on behalf of the government.

• Regular retendering of the contract (around every 5 years) 
takes place, with the latest procurement exercise 2021/22.

• The 2021/22 procurement presented an opportunity to 
reassess requirements and work with potential suppliers to 
establish and define solutions which would change and 
improve how the data are collected.
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Reasons for 
change     
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• The existing FBS Excel data collection 
systems had been in place for around 2 
decades.  

• While they has done their job well, they were 
complex, unwieldy and increasingly 
outdated.

• There were concerns that, in the long term, 
the systems would become more difficult to 
support and maintain. 

• Emphasis on innovative approaches with 
bidders actively encouraged to propose and 
use an alternative, more efficient systems 

• For example, using existing management 
accounting software, cloud based or data 
warehouse storage options.  

Procurement 
requirements



The successful solution
Promar International were awarded the contract with a bid 
that included:

• Use of Agstute Accounts Package.  
The package utilises XERO for financial information, this        
will be complemented by Figured for farm technical 
information.

• Use of scanning software for invoices and bank 
statements to simplify and speed up data gathering. 

• A overall more streamlined, centralised approach to data 
collection.
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Outcomes
Over the span of the contract it is anticipated that the 
changes will lead to a number of efficiencies including:
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Reduction in 
data collection 

time

Improved, 
speedier 

data quality 
assurance

Production of 
“agile” easily 

queried 
datasets

Further 
opportunity 
to automate 

data



Promar International
Who are we?

• Farm Business Consultancy with over 60 years' experience
• Part of the Genus PLC group
• Providing consultancy and financial analysis services to private and corporate clients



Farm Business Survey
Data Collection - Sources

Electronic 
accounts

Paper statements/invoices



Electronic accounts
Agstute links Xero and Figured to give farmers real-time data 
on gross margins, yields, P&L

This also enables us to capture data for the Farm Business Survey via a Cloud 
system, enabling earlier data capture and less time needed from the farmer



Xero transactions imported 
automatically showing cow 
sales/purchases

Manual entries 
for births and 
transfers 
between 
herds/enterprises

Result: Average herd size and data such as 
costs per litre of milk or forage grazing rate 
readily available



Raw Data
Piloting intelligent scanning to scan bank statements and code 
them to produce accounts analysis.
Client can access analysed account if wanted.

Statement 
automatically 
read from 
pdf, scan or 
email

Bespoke categories to match FBS 
requirements. System remembers 
codes for each supplier



The future:
Versatile Data Analysis

Raw data and electronic accounts feed into Agstute
via a data warehouse, where calculations can be 
performed to achieve the required data points.



Challenges
• Relies on high quality inputting of data by farmers
• Development of a platform to work with different

electronic accounts (ie not just Xero) will require first a
data warehouse to capture the physical and financial
data, then a bespoke platform to perform calculations,
building on what Figured does for Xero presently

• Different units and other idiosyncrasies of software
mean at present we do not expect to eliminate human
judgment which limits the cost effectiveness



Any Questions?
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